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Meet 
Marla Diann is an international success coach
and business strategist for high achieving
creative entrepreneurs and professionals who
are ready to upgrade to the next level of life
and business financially, mentally,
emotionally, and spiritually.

Celebrating 12 years in business, the Marla
Diann Mentoring International brand speaks
to women and men visionaries and thought
leaders seeking to be change-makers in their
industries. Her spiritual life coaching clients
seek clarity in their life purpose, leadership
abilities, and spiritual growth for higher
impact living.

She brings over 30+ years of entertainment
PR & talent management, entrepreneurship,
personal branding, mentoring, coaching,
personal and professional development, and
women/young girls philanthropy to her
relationships.

Creative renewal and transformation in your
money relationship come as a brilliant wake-
up call woven into her teachings.

Her ideal clients are creative women and
men in business for 2-20 + years ready and
committed to investing in their success.  In
their current status, they seek a more
innovative, intuitive, and progressive way to
make an impact expressing their talents and
service while increasing their revenues.

Marla guides her entrepreneur clients to
identify and implement new success habits, a
renewed creativity, develop a leveraged
business model supported by a qualifying
sales system, a discovery of their genius
zone for more fulfilment, and a transformed
relationship with money (wealth
consciousness) for dignity and self-worth.

Marla holds a Bachelor of Liberal Arts &
Sciences degree in PR Journalism from
San Diego State University. She is a
graduate of Tony Robbins Mastery
University.  She is a proud member of The
Divine Living Community with her
mentor Gina DeVee and 6-year member of
Association of Bridal Consultants (ABC). 
She is a 6-year member of
eWomenNetwork.

Her certified status as a Money
Breakthrough Method™ and Sacred Money
Archetype™ coach has given her the
platform to change lives. 

Marla is a proud Mama of her 29-year-old
son who is in his own successful real
estate investing career.  She lives in Palos
Verdes Estates, Calif. with her sweet dog
Mojo, and loves all things Italian, Disney,
creative, romance, spiritual, inspirational,
humanitarian, nature and outdoors.

www.marladiann.com

Marla 
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Speaking Topics
Marla's Style

She designs her presentations to be interactive,
engaging, and inspiring in order to ignite innovative

discussions. THAT lights her up and her audience walks
away with new ideas and actions to implement! You

won't find her in the front of the room talking "at" her
audience. She talks "with" her guests.



Creating Time and Space for Your Genius Zone

Topic One

Your Sweet Spot

Why all the buzz about living more often in your genius zone?
Common symptoms of not being in your genius zone
Why is creative renewal a precursor to finding your genius zone?
What stops us most often from creating time and space for our genius zone
Creating a new relationship with time (No more lack mentality!)
The 4 zones of productivity and which zone will keep you from your genius
Identifying your genius zone and how to do the BIG LEAP

We will explore & discuss:

Genius Zone  Premise:
One of my required readings in my
mentoring programs is the
extraordinary book, The Big Leap, by
Gay Hendricks. It's a perfect fit for
several of my main principles I mentor
and coach – one in particular – learning
to work and live more often in your
genius zone.

The only place for us creatives (and
most other entrepreneurs) to truly
THRIVE and feel fulfilled is your Zone
of Genius. It's where you do your best
work. It's your most NATURAL place to
be and the ultimate path to success and
fulfillment.

As Hendricks writes, "Your Zone of
Genius is the set of activities you are
uniquely suited to do and they draw
upon your special gifts and strengths."
The whole premise to the teaching is
creating a consciousness as to when
you are 

As Hendricks writes, "Your Zone of
Genius is the set of activities you are
uniquely suited to do and they draw
upon your special gifts and strengths."
The whole premise to the teaching is
creating a consciousness as to when you
are preventing yourself from achieving
higher more consistent success more
often.

See, we silly humans have a behavior that
no one is exempt from. We sabotage our
own happiness just when going gets
good. It's an unconscious thermostat that
halts our happiness. There are degrees to
which each of us does this. But we all do
it on some level.

Here's the incentive to know your genius
and desire to work and live in it more
often. Imagine having a liberated, proven
approach to navigating your success in
anything you do. Isn't that the million
dollar question we all want the answer
to?
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The Power of Creative Renewal as a Precursor
to Finding Your Genius Zone

Creative Renewal
Topic Two

What is creative renewal and how do you know you need it?
3 vital steps to getting started in your creative renewal
13 core qualities of a renewed creativity you definitely want to integrate in your
life and business!
What's possible with a renewed creativity?
5 Essential Ingredients for Living an Amplified Creative Life!

We will explore & discuss:

The  Premise:
It is my intention to ignite your own
unique creative renewal that brings
about a shift or change in how you
interact with yourself, others and the
world.

What lights you up? What does not feel
like work and you could do it all day
long? Those are trademarks of your
genius zone. How often are you really
happy? These questions are meant to
stir a curiosity in you as to the quality
of your life and business.

I aspire for you to eliminate the habits,
behaviors and mindset that keep you
slaving to time and work. I'm giving
you permission to have a new
relationship with your creativity, your
genius and time.

Creative renewal is a new relationship
with your inspired self – the place where
ideas, your art, innovation, and powerful
shifts originate.

For the creativepreneur, artist, innovator,
creative director, thought leader or
visionary, creative renewal is a fresh look
at life. It's a renewed curiosity; a humbled
vulnerability.

If you are an artist of any form, it's a re-
claimed part of yourself you may have
neglected for a variety of reasons. It is
my hope you recognize and embrace you
are a channel to bring a higher level of
your talents, solutions, ideas, and
innovation to your business and to
humanity.
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Raising Your Wealth Consciousness for
Higher Sales Conversion

Wealth Consciousness
Topic Three

Strategies to remain firm on pricing
Setting stronger boundaries for empowering money conversations
Is it true we attract who we are in our lead generation and sales process?
4 Nuggets from Marla's success strategies raising your wealth consciousness
How to determine if you are properly priced
Appropriate and effective strategies to increase pricing at periodic intervals
3 empowering questions Marla will ask you to help you create a higher
revenues state of mind

Marla will walk you through her client’s
most popular challenges:

The  Premise:
She has her audience explore common
money blind-spots, mindset, behaviors
and habits that are causing frustrating
sales meetings and results.

Success in pricing and closing sales
begins with your own money
relationship and what you
unconsciously feel you are worth. If
there is one vital component is missing
- you are sure to have a challenge at
achieving your financial goals.

Conversely, if you have this one vital
component in place and are committed
to applying it to your life and business,
you are sure to be on the fast track to
achieving those goals.

The one vital component is ....the
condition of your wealth consciousness.
This is not just another wealth
consciousness presentation.

Imagine just how much that one element
will immediately change how you plan
ahead and determine the probability of
achieving those revenue goals or even
higher than what you expected. And, it
can determine how you approach the
sales process.

Upgrading your relationship with money
and your wealth consciousness will
change how you make decisions and shift
the trajectory of your life. It's that
profound in how she teaches it. Just ask
her clients. Marla takes you through the
most requested questions listed above
while applying her wealth consciousness
principles.
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Thought Leader Branding and Platforms That Ignite Change

What's Your Creative Impact?
Topic Four

4 Truths That Position You as a Thought Leader That Thrives
4 Undisputable Leadership Qualities Required to Lead a Movement
Learn How to Define Your Genius Zone to Live There More Often

We will explore & discuss:

The  Premise:
Genuine, impactful, and inspiring
personal brands are willing to "step out
and be heard" even if it feels uncertain
and vulnerable.

We are agents of change.
Over the next few years the much
talked about saturation online will need
your leadership to implement change on
small and large levels in your own
industry and that of humanity.
That is a "thought leader."

Branding Solution: Be a change agent.
Influencers/thought leaders are the
informed opinion leaders and the go-to
people in their field of expertise.

They are trusted sources who move and
inspire people with innovative ideas;
turn ideas into reality, and show how to
replicate their success.

It began with a rumbling in 2015 when
leaders, icons, and powerful influencers
of many kinds were predicting the
masses were headed for a big shift in
how people show up online and through
their brands.

Why?

The bubble is about to burst they
claimed. Congestion. Diluted messaging.
Too much noise online. There is no
barrier to entry to be called an expert.
The questions were flying "How do you
stand above the noise and be heard?"
The answer: Change the conversation.
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See Marla Speak

Marla Diann
Presents

compelling client
Stories

https://youtu.be/2mcwBEfj1-0
https://youtu.be/u-GRMotjcOw
https://youtu.be/2mcwBEfj1-0
https://youtu.be/u-GRMotjcOw
https://youtu.be/u-GRMotjcOw


Sampling of marla's
creative clients

Brianne Cohen Event Planner and Sommelier
JoAnn Moore JoAnn Moore Weddings
Jordan Flowers Wedding Belles Atlanta
Donatella Italian Wedding Planner 
Natalie Good A Good Affair
Robin Baab Ro & Co Events
Barbara Walters Lynden Lane Co
Valerie Gordon Valerie Gordon Events
Nicole Gillis Alexandria Designs
Aimee Takumi Confetti Skies
Jessica Mendivil Mendivil Events
Kristeen LaBrot Kristeen LaBrot Events

Planners &  Designers
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Veronica Puleo The Replicas Music Agency
Robert Arthur Invisible Touch Events
Juan Castro Invisible Touch Events
Lee Dyson Hey Mister DJ
Richard Martinez Luxury Entertainment Group
Scott Cummings Luxury Entertainment Group
Robert Hilo Hilo Productions 
Amani Roberts Amani Experience
Juan Castro Invisible Touch Events
David Krieger Krieger DJ Production
George Loreto Undercover Live
Nahchey Storer Dash Entertainment
Masha Berenbaum ACE Entertainment

DJ/Production/Live Music

Gayle Theodora Drake Image Stylist 
Jennifer Novak Environmental Attorney
Kathy Johnson Kellogg Garden Products
Tenice Holman Project Organizer/Interior Stylist
Michele Hahn Relationship Therapist
Irene Gomez Health Coach
Verita Richardson Health Coach/Marketing strategist
Lori Rose Integrative Health Coach

Lifestyle
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Sampling of marla's creative clients continued...
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Josef Reiter, Botanica Floral Design
Jenni Hill Hill Designs
Naomi McCullough Beautiful Savage Flowers
Leslie Armendariz Rebelle Fleurs
Winnie Van Heerden Florunique

Floral Designers

Kim White The Sugar Philosophers
Confection Stylists

BreLuxe Tara Bre
Makeup Artist Agency

Pauline Parry   Good Gracious Events
Caterers/Events/Corporate/Wedding

Lisa Jovicic 
Krista Mason
Jillian Rose Kling
Kaysha Weiner
Carissa Woo
Molly Hauge McCauley
Courtney Cobb

Photographers

Read Marla's Full Story at
www.MarlaDiann.com/my-story

Client Results:
www.MarlaDiann.com/results

More Resources

http://www.marladiann.com/my-story
http://www.marladiann.com/results
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Book Marla
for inquiries & booking

Please email your request to support@marladiann.com


